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Abstract. A σ-parastrophe of a class of quasigroups A is a
class σA of all σ-parastrophes of quasigroups from A. A set of all
pairwise parastrophic classes is called a parastrophic orbit or a truss.
A parastrophically closed semi-lattice of classes is a bunch.

A linearity bunch is a set of varieties which contains the variety
of all left linear quasigroups, the variety of all left alinear quasi-
groups, all their parastrophes and all their intersections. It contains
14 varieties, which are distributed into six parastrophic orbits. All
quasigroups from these varieties are called dilinear. To obtain all
varieties from the bunch, concepts of middle linearity and middle

alinearity are introduced. A well-known identity or a system of
identities which describes a variety from every parastrophic orbit
of the bunch is cited. An algorithm for obtaining identities which
describe all varieties from the parastrophic orbits is given. Exam-
ples of quasigroups distinguishing one variety from the other are
presented.

Introduction

The variety of all quasigroups is parastrophically closed, that is, every
parastrophe of a quasigroup is a quasigroup. Thus, every concept given
for quasigroups is introduced for all their parastrophes. Therefore, for
n-ary quasigroups, n! concepts are defined simultaneously—a concept
introduced directly and those concepts, which are transformed from their
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parastrophes. The analysis of these relations and some general theorems
are given in [20] (see also [18]). As an example, the notion of neutrality of
elements in quasigroups has been summarized there. In this article, we
analyze the concept of linearity of quasigroups and give the corresponding
semi-lattice of varieties.

Now, we present a system of notions of quasigroups with some linearity
property taken from different articles. Let (Q; +, 0) be an arbitrary group,
Jx := −x, α, β be its unitary permutations, i.e. α0 = β0 = 0, and a ∈ Q

and let x ◦ y := αx+ a+ βy. Following V.D. Belousov [1], a permutation
of a group is called a di-automorphism, if it is an automorphism or an
anti-automorphism of the group. The permutations α, β, Jαβ−1 will
be called left, right and middle coefficients respectively. If a left (right,
middle) coefficient is an automorphism, then the quasigroup (Q; ◦) is
called left (right, middle) linear or semi-linear. If a left (right, middle)
coefficient is an anti-automorphism, then the quasigroup (Q; ◦) is called
left (right, middle) alinear or semi-alinear. All of them are called semi-
dilinear quasigroups. If left and right (left and middle, right and middle)
coefficients are automorphisms, then the quasigroup is called left-right (left-
middle, right-middle) linear. If two coefficients are anti-automorphisms,
then the third one is an anti-automorphism as well and the quasigroup is
called alinear. If a quasigroup is linear or alinear, then it is called dilinear.
Traditionally, a left-right linear quasigroup is called linear. Linear and semi-
linear quasigroups over commutative groups are called semi-central and
central respectively. Middle semi-linear, middle semi-alinear and middle
central quasigroups are introduced here for the first time.

A.K. Sushkevich [27, 1937] was the first who defined medial quasigroups
as quasigroups (Q; ·) satisfying the identity xy · uv = xu · yv. The well-
known Bruck-Toyoda theorem can be formulated as follows: “Medial
quasigroups are exactly linear quasigroups whose coefficients commute”.
Later, these quasigroups were studied by many authors (see [4, 16,17,26,
28]).

For the first time, linear (i.e. left-right linear) quasigroups were intro-
duced by V.D. Belousov [1,2, 1966] when he studied balanced identities
on quasigroups. He proved that some quasigroups satisfying balanced
identities are linear, and vice versa if in a linear quasigroup left and right
coefficients have finite orders, then the quasigroups satisfies a balanced
identity. But he did not find identities which characterize the class of
all linear quasigroups. It was done by G.B. Belyavskaya and A.Kh. Ta-
barov [7, 1992], moreover they have defined and characterized alinear
quasigroups.
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Linear quasigroups defined on abelian groups were introduced by
T. Kepka, P. Němec [13, 14, 1971] and they called them T -quasigroups.
G.B. Belyavskaya [8, 1989] proved that T -quasigroups are exactly the
quasigroups which coincide with their center. Now, T -quasigroups are
called central quasigroups. G.B.Belyavskaya also found two identities
that characterize the variety of all central quasigroups [8, 1989]. Later
G.B. Belyavskaya [3, 1994] proved that abelian algebra (in the sense of
R. Freese, R. McKenzie [9]) in the variety of all quasigroups are exactly
central quasigroups . G.B. Belyavskaya [5, 2014] researched some identities
in quasigroups with 0-ary operation characterizing quasigroups isotopic
to abelian groups.

For the first time, left and right linear and alinear were introduced by
A. Kh. Tabarov [29, 1992]. Independently, these notions were investigated
by F.M. Sokhatsky. His works [22, 23, 1995], [24, 1996] devoted to group
isotopes. In particular, for semi-dilinear and for dilinear quasigroups the
following results were obtained:

• some characteristics for a quasigroup identity to have semi-dilinear
or dilinear property, i.e., every quasigroup which satisfies the identity
is semi-dilinear or dilinear;

• an algorithm for finding formulas which describe isotopical closure
of a class of groups. In particular, it is proved that (linear, alinear,
semi-linear, semi-dilinear) isotopical closure of a variety of groups is
a variety of (linear, alinear, semi-linear, semi-dilinear) quasigroups;

• an algorithm for up to isomorphic description of group isotopes and
semi-dilinear quasigroups is given;

• connections among sub-quasigroups and congruences of group iso-
topes and the corresponding groups have been established.

For every variety of semi-dilinear quasigroups, the obtained algorithm
gives a system of identities which characterizes the variety. G.B. Belyavs-
kaya and A. Kh. Tabarov [6, 2007], [28, 2009] have found one identity for
each of the varieties (below we cite some of them).

The obtained results about semi-lattice of varieties of quasigroups hav-
ing some property of linearity are summarized by A.Kh. Tabarov [28, 2009],
he lists 11 varieties there, but the list is not complete. For example, (23)-
parastrophe of a left linear quasigroup which is not right linear is neither
left linear, nor right linear, but it has some property that is transformed
from left linearity. G.B. Belyavskaya [5, 2014] studied parastrophic equiva-
lence of identities in primitive quasigroups and parastrophically equivalent
balanced and near-balanced identities characterizing quasigroups isotopic
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to groups (to abelian groups). Considering all parastrophes, we introduce
middle linearity and middle alinearity concepts.

A semi-lattice of varieties is called a bunch, if it is parastrophically
closed. A set of all pairwise parastrophic varieties is called a parastrophic
orbit or a truss. We prove that there are six maximal varieties of quasi-
groups with linearity that are distributed into two parastrophic orbits:
three varieties of semi-linear quasigroups and three varieties of semi-alinear
quasigroups (left, right and middle). The linearity bunch consists of 14 va-
rieties distributed into six parastrophic orbits: semi-linear (three varieties),
semi-alinear (three varieties), linear (three varieties), alinear (one variety),
semi-central (three varieties) and central quasigroups (one variety). For
every variety, the system of identities describing the variety is established.
Also, examples of quasigroups distinguishing one variety from the other
are given.

Other results on quasigroups with linearity property one can find in
[4, 5, 10–12,15–17,25,26,28].

1. Preliminaries

A quasigroup is an algebra (Q; ·,
ℓ
·,

r
· ) satisfying the identities

(x · y)
ℓ
· y = x, (x

ℓ
· y) · y = x, x

r
· (x · y) = y, x · (x

r
· y) = y. (1)

The operation (·) is called main and (
ℓ
· ), (

r
· ) are its left and right divisions.

These operations and their dual ones which are defined by

x
s
· y := y · x, x

sℓ
· y := y

ℓ
· x, x

sr
· y := y

r
· x (2)

are called parastrophes of (·) and the defining identities are called pri-
mary. The last three relationships establish bijection among identities of

signatures (·,
ℓ
·,

r
·) and the identities of (· ,

ℓ
· ,

r
· ,

s
· ,

sℓ
· ,

sr
· ).

Therefore, throughout of the article we consider identities on quasigroups

of signature (·,
ℓ
·,

r
·,

s
·,

sℓ
· ,

sr
· ). All parastrophes of the operation (·)

can be defined by:

x1σ
σ
· x2σ = x3σ :⇔ x1 · x2 = x3, (3)

where σ ∈ S3 := {ι, ℓ, r, s, sℓ, sr}, s := (12), ℓ := (13), r := (23). It is easy
to verify that

σ( τ
·
)

=
(

στ
·
)

(4)

holds for all σ, τ ∈ S3.
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A transformation of an identity id to identity id′ using primary identi-
ties is called primary (parastrophic) transformation [19]. A transformation
of the identity id to the identity σid is called a parastrophic transformation
(σ-parastrophic transformation), if it can be obtained by replacing the
main operation with some its σ−1-parastrophe [20].

σ-parastrophe of a class A of quasigroups is called a class σA consisting
of all σ-parastrophes of quasigroups from A.

Let P be an arbitrary proposition in a class of quasigroups A. The
proposition σP is said to be a σ-parastrophe of P , if it can be obtained
from P by replacing every τ -parastrophe with τσ−1 for every τ ∈ S3.

Theorem 1. [20,21] Let A be a class of quasigroups, then a proposition
P is true in A if and only if σP is true in σA.

For instance, let a variety of quasigroups B is defined by an identity

(x
r
· y)

sℓ
· (y · x) = y

ℓ
· x.

By this theorem, sℓ-parastrophe sℓB of B is described by

(x
r(sℓ)−1

· y)
sℓ(sℓ)−1

· (y
(sℓ)−1

· x) = y
ℓ(sℓ)−1

· x.

Since r(sℓ)−1 = rsr = ℓ, ℓ(sℓ)−1 = ℓsr = srr = s, the identity is

(x
ℓ
· y) · (y

sr
· x) = y

s
· x.

Thus, the variety sℓB is described by (x
ℓ
· y) · (x

r
· y) = xy.

Two identities are called:
1) equivalent, if they define the same variety;
2) primarily equivalent, if one of them can be obtained from the other

in a finite number of applications of primary identities (1)–(2) (primary
equivalent identities are equivalent);

3) σ-parastrophic, if one of them can be obtained from the other by
σ-parastrophic transformation;

4) σ-parastrophically equivalent, if they define σ-parastrophic varieties
(according to Theorem 1, σ-parastrophically equivalent identities define
σ-parastrophic varieties);

5) σ-parastrophically primarily equivalent, if one of them can be ob-
tained in a finite number of applications of primary identities and σ1 -,
σ2 -, . . ., σk- parastrophic transformations such that σ1σ2 . . . σk = σ for
some k ∈ N.

In a generalized case σ will be omitted. For example, two identities are
called parastrophically equivalent, if they are σ-parastrophically equivalent
for some σ ∈ S3.
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1.1. Canonical decompositions of group isotopes

In this subsection, we give more precise definitions of canonical de-
composition of group isotopes.

Definition 1. A groupoid (Q; ·) is called an isotope of (Q′; +), if there
exists a triplet of bijections (δ, ν, γ) which is called an isotopism such that
x · y := γ(δ−1x+ ν−1y) for all x, y ∈ Q. An isotope of a group is called
a group isotope. A permutation α of a set Q is called unitary of a group
(Q; +, 0), if α(0) = 0.

Definition 2. [23] Let (Q; ·) be a group isotope and 0 be an arbitrary
element of Q, then the right part of the formula

x · y = αx+ a+ βy (5)

is called a 0-canonical decomposition, if (Q; +) is a group, 0 is its neutral
element and α0 = β0 = 0.

In this case: the element 0 is a defining element ; (Q; +) is a decompo-
sition group; a its free member ; α its left, i.e., 2-coefficient ; β its right, i.e.,
1-coefficient ; Jγ, where γ := αβ−1, is its middle, i.e., 3-coefficient. Briefly,
the canonical decomposition will be denoted by (+, 0, α, β, a).

Theorem 2. [23] An arbitrary element b uniquely defines a b-canonical
decomposition of an arbitrary group isotope.

Let (5) be a canonical decomposition of an isotope (Q; ·) of an arbitrary
group (Q; +). Then it is easy to prove (see [4,22]) that all its parastrophes
have the following forms

x
ι
· y := αx+ a+ βy; x

s
· y = βx+ a+ αy;

x
ℓ
· y = α−1(x− βy − a); x

sℓ
· y = α−1(y − βx− a);

x
r
· y = β−1(−a− αx+ y); x

sr
· y = β−1(−a− αy + x).

(6)

Remark 1. Let (Q; +, 0) be a group, Jx := −x its inverse-valued op-
eration and θ its automorphism and ϕ be a permutation of Q. Then
Jϕ := ϕ−1Jϕ is the inverse-valued operation and θϕ := ϕ−1θϕ is an
automorphism of ϕ−1-isomorphe which is denoted by (Q; +

ϕ
) and defined

by
x+

ϕ
y := ϕ−1(ϕx+ ϕy). (7)

ϕ−1-isomorphe of (Q; +, 0) has the same neutral element 0, if ϕ0 = 0, and
θθ = θ.
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1.2. Actions

Let S3 := {ι, s, ℓ, r, sℓ, sr} denote the symmetric group of the set
{1, 2, 3}, where s := (12), ℓ := (13), r := (23). Let S3 act on a set K,
i.e. for all k ∈ K and for all σ ∈ S3 the element σk belongs to K and
equalities σ(τk) = στk, ιk = k hold. Elements σk and m are called σ-
parastrophic and σ is a parastrophism. An orbit of an element k ∈ K is
called a parastrophic orbit or a truss of k and is denoted by Po(k) (in
previous articles a truss of k is denoted by Tr(k)); a stabilizer group of k
will be called a parastrophic symmetry group of k and is denoted by Ps(k).

Po(k) Element k Ps(k) Quantity
totally symm. totally symm., Ps(k) = S3; |Po(k)| = 1;
semi-symmetry semi-symm., Ps(k) ⊇ A3; |Po(k)| = 1, 2;
single middle symm., Ps(k) ⊇ {ι, s}; |Po(k)| = 1, 3;
symmetry left symm., Ps(k) ⊇ {ι, r}; |Po(k)| = 1, 3;

right symm., Ps(k) ⊇ {ι, ℓ}; |Po(k)| = 1, 3;
asymmetry asymmetric, Ps(k) = {ι} |Po(k)| = 6.

2. Linearity of isotopes of groups

Actually, every quasigroup with linearity is a group isotope. In this
section we define these quasigroups using a canonical decomposition of
group isotopes and prove that the concept of linearity does not depend
on the decomposition.

Definition 3. An isotope of an arbitrary group with a canonical decom-
position (5) is called

• i-linear, if the i-coefficient is an automorphism of the decomposition
group, where i = 1, 2, 3;

• i-alinear, if the i-coefficient is an anti-automorphism of the decom-
position group, where i = 1, 2, 3;

• semi-linear or single linear, if it is i-linear for some i = 1, 2, 3;
• semi-alinear or single alinear, if it is i-alinear for some i = 1, 2, 3;
• ij-linear, if it is i-linear and j-linear for some i 6= j;
• linear, if it is i-linear for all i ∈ {1, 2};
• alinear, if it is i-alinear for all i ∈ {1, 2}.

Dilinear property means corresponding linear or alinear property [1, p.56].

Hence, a group isotope is: left linear (alinear), if the left coefficient of
its canonical decomposition is an automorphism (anti-automorphism) of
the decomposition group; linear, if it is left and right linear. There are
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six classes of semi-dilinear quasigroups: left, right and middle semi-linear
quasigroups and left, right and middle alinear quasigroups.

Proposition 1. The definitions of left, right and middle linearity given
above are correct.

In other words, they do not depend on canonical decompositions of
the corresponding group isotopes.

Proof. Let (+, 0, α, β, a) and (◦, e, α1, β1, b) be canonical decompositions
of a group isotope (Q; ·). A dependence between them is the following
(see [23]):

x ◦ y = x− e+ y, α1x = αx− αe+ e,

β1y = e− βe+ βy, b = αe+ a+ βe.
(8)

To prove independence of the left linearity concept on canonical decompo-
sitions, we have to prove that α1 is an automorphism of the group (Q; ◦, e)
if and only if α is an automorphism of the group (Q; +, 0). The statement
“α1 is an automorphism of (Q; ◦, e)” means that for all x, y ∈ Q

α1(x ◦ y) = α1x ◦ α1y

holds. According to (8), this is equivalent to

α(x− e+ y)− αe+ e = αx− αe+ e− e+ αy − αe+ e,

that is α(x− e+ y) = αx− αe+ αy. Replacing x with x+ e we have

α(x+ y) = α(x+ e)− αe+ αy. (9)

Putting y = 0, we obtain a relationship αx = α(x+e)−αe. This is always
true when α is an automorphism of (Q; +, 0). Therefore, (9) is equivalent
to α(x+ y) = αx+ αy.

Independence of left and middle linearity, left, right and middle alin-
earity concepts with respect to canonical decompositions can be proved
in the same way.

2.1. Canonical decompositions of parastrophes of group iso-

topes

To describe some relation among classes of linear and alinear quasi-
groups, we have to find a canonical decomposition of every parastrophe of
a group isotope. Namely, the following lemma is true.
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Lemma 1. Let (Q; ·) be a group isotope and (+, 0, α, β, a) be its canonical
decomposition. Then 0-canonical decompositions of all parastrophes of
(Q; ·) are the following

x
ι
· y = αx+ a+ βy; (10)

x
s
· y = βx

s
+ a

s
+ αy; (11)

x
ℓ
· y = α−1x+

α
Jαα

−1a+
α
I−1
α Jαγ

−1
α y; (12)

x
sℓ
· y = IαJαγ

−1
α x

s
+
α
Jαα

−1a
s
+
α
α−1y; (13)

x
r
· y = IβJβγβx+

β
Jββ

−1a+
β
β−1y; (14)

x
sr
· y = β−1x

s
+
β
Jββ

−1a
s
+
β
I−1
β Jβγβy, (15)

where γ := αβ−1, γα := α−1γα = γβ := β−1γβ = β−1α, and according to
(7)

Iα(x) := Jα(α
−1a)+

α
x+

α
α−1a, Iβ(x) := Jβ(β

−1a)+
β
x+

β
β−1a. (16)

Proof. Since α0 = β0 = 0,
s
+, +

α
, +

β
,

s
+
α

,
s
+
β

are group operations having

0 as a neutral element. By definition of a canonical decomposition (5),

(12) is 0-canonical decomposition of s-parastrophe (Q;
s
·). Therefore, to

obtain the canonical decomposition of s-parastrophe we have to mutually
replace 2- and 1-coefficients which are in the canonical decomposition of

(Q; ·). That is why (13) and (15) are canonical decompositions of (
sℓ
· ) and

(
sr
· ), if (12) and (14) are canonical decompositions of (

ℓ
·) and (

r
·).

All coefficients in (12) and (14) are unitary. It remains to prove that
(12) and (14) are true. Indeed,

α−1x+
α
Jαα

−1a+
α
I−1
α Jαγ

−1
α y

(7)
= α−1(αα−1x+ αJαα

−1a+ I−1
α Jαγ

−1
α y).

Taking into account the equalities αJαα
−1a = αα−1Jαα−1a = Ja = −a

and

I−1
α Jαγ

−1
α y = I−1

α α−1Jαα−1γ−1αy = I−1
α α−1Jγ−1αy

= I−1
α α−1Jβα−1αy = I−1

α α−1Jβy = α−1a+
α
α−1Jβy +

α
Jα(α

−1a)

= α−1(a+ Jβy + αJαα
−1(a)) = α−1(a− βy − a),
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we obtain

α−1x+
α
Jαα

−1a+
α
I−1
α Jαγ

−1
α y = α−1(x− a+ a− βy − a) =

= α−1(x− βy − a)
(6)
= x

ℓ
· y.

Now consider the equality (14):

IβJβγβx+
β
Jββ

−1a+
β
β−1y = β−1(βIβJβγβx+ βJββ

−1a+ ββ−1y).

Since βJββ
−1a = ββ−1Jββ−1a = Ja = −a and

βIβJβγβx = βIββ
−1Jββ−1αx = βIββ

−1Jαx =

= β(Jββ
−1a+

β
β−1Jαx+

β
β−1a) =

= ββ−1(βJββ
−1a+ ββ−1Jαx+ ββ−1a) =

= ββ−1Jββ−1a+ Jαx+ a = Ja+ Jαx+ a = −a− αx+ a,

we have
β−1(βIβJβγβx+ βJββ

−1a+ ββ−1y) =

= β−1(−a− αx+ a− a+ y) =

= β−1(−a− αx+ y) = x
r
· y.

The equality (14) can be proved in the same way. Thus, the lemma has
been proved.

2.2. Dependence among linearities

Theorem 3. Let i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and σ ∈ S3. If a group isotope is i-linear
(i-alinear), then its σ-parastrophe is iσ−1-linear (iσ−1-alinear).

Proof. Let (Q; ·) be an isotope of a group and let (10) be its canonical
decomposition. Lemma 1 implies the following table of components of
canonical decompositions of parastrophes of (Q; ·):

Left and right coefficients are taken from (10)–(15). The middle co-
efficients are calculated according to their definition. For example, the
middle coefficient of sℓ-parastrophe is

Jα · IαJαγ
−1
α · (α−1)−1 = J2

αIαγ
−1
α α = Iαβα.

Using the obtained table, one can calculate linearity of a σ-parastrophe,
if the linearity of τ -parastrophe is known for every σ and τ from S3.
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Parastrophes
Coeffic. ι s ℓ sℓ r sr

Left α β α−1 IαJαγ
−1

α IβJβγβ β−1

Right β α I−1

α Jαγ
−1

α α−1 β−1 I−1

β Jβγβ

Middle Jγ Jγ−1 Jαβ
−1

α JαIα Iαβα Iβαβ Jβα
−1

β JβIβ

Decomp.
group

(+) (
s
+) (+

α
) (

s
+
α
) (+

β
) (

s
+
β
)

Table 1. Table of coefficients

For example, let sℓ-parastrophe of a group isotope (Q; ·) be middle
linear. What linearity has its r-parastrophe?

A middle linearity of sℓ-parastrophe of (Q; ·) means that its middle

coefficient Iαβα is an automorphism of the group (Q;
s
+
α
). Since Iα is

always automorphism of the group, βα is an automorphism of (Q;
s
+
α
).

This means that β is an automorphism of the group (Q; +). From the
table we see that r-parastrophe is right linear.

Full dependence among linearities of parastrophes of group isotopes
can be given in the following tables:

ι s ℓ sℓ r sr

2 1 2 1 3 3
1 2 3 3 1 2
3 3 1 2 2 1

ι s ℓ sℓ r sr

2a 1a 2a 1a 3a 3a
1a 2a 3a 3a 1a 2a
3a 3a 1a 2a 2a 1a

where i denotes i-linearity and ia denotes i-alinearity, for all i = 1, 2, 3.
On the other hand, each of these numbers can be found using the

condition of the theorem. Indeed, let the group isotope be 1a-linear, i.e.,
it is 1-alinear. Then 1(sℓ)−1 = 1sr = 2r = 3, therefore sℓ-parastrophe is
3-alinear. The number 3a is in the second table in the second row and in
the sℓ column. It is easy to verify that this coexistence is in all cases, that
is the theorem is true.

The theorem can be reformulated as follows.

Corollary 1. Relationships among single linearity and single alinearity
of a group isotope and its parastrophes are the same and can be given in
the following table:

Linearity ι ℓ r s sℓ sr

left left left middle right right middle
right right middle right left middle left

middle middle right left middle left right
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The evident result for two-sided linearity of a group isotope and its
parastrophes follows from Corollary 1.

Corollary 2. Relationships among two-sided linearity of a group isotope
and its parastrophes are the same and can be given in the following table:

Linearity ι ℓ r s sℓ sr

left-right (lr) lr lm rm lr rm lm
left-middle (lm) lm lr lm rm lr rm

right-middle (rm) rm rm lr lm lm lr

Definition 4. A quasigroup will be called strictly i-linear, if it is i-linear
and it is not j-linear for j 6= i. A class of quasigroups will be called strictly
i-linear, if it has a strictly i-linear quasigroup.

3. Linearity bunch

A parastrophically closed semi-lattice of varieties is called a bunch of
varieties. A linearity bunch is a set of varieties which contains the variety
of all left linear quasigroups, the variety of all left alinear quasigroups,
all their parastrophes and all their possible intersections. Here we prove
that the linearity bunch has exactly 14 varieties. 11 of the varieties are
well-known and all results (definitions and identities) are summarized
in [28].

Let (Q; ·) be a group isotope and (+, 0, α, β, a) be its canonical decom-
position. Therefore, α, β, Jγ are its left (2-coefficient), right (1-coefficient)
and middle (3-coefficient) coefficients, where γβ = α. These relations
immediately imply the statements:

• If two coefficients are automorphisms, then the third one is anti-
automorphism of the decomposition group;

• If two coefficients are anti-automorphisms, then the third one is
anti-automorphism too;

• If a group isotope is i-linear and ia-linear simultaneously, then the
group is commutative, that is the group isotope is central i-linear.

Taking into account Theorem 3, Remark 1 and Table 1, we obtain
the following relations among all possible types of linearities, where i

denotes i-linearity, ia denotes i-alinearity and ic denotes i-centrality, for
all i = 1, 2, 3:
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Po(k)/Parast. ι s ℓ sℓ r sr

semi-linearity 2 1 2 1 3 3
semi-alinearity 2a 1a 2a 1a 3a 3a
linearity 213a 213a 21a3 2a13 2a13 21a3
alinearity 2a1a3a 2a1a3a 2a1a3a 2a1a3a 2a1a3a 2a1a3a
semi-centrality 2c 1c 2c 1c 3c 3c
alinearity 2c1c3c 2c1c3c 2c1c3c 2c1c3c 2c1c3c 2c1c3c

The Table implies existence of six parastrophic orbits of the corre-
sponding varieties:

• the parastrophic orbit of all semi-linear quasigroups : the variety Ll

of all left linear (i.e., 2-linear) quasigroups, the variety Lr of all right
linear (i.e., 1-linear) quasigroups and the variety Lm of all middle
linear (i.e., 3-linear) quasigroups;

• the parastrophic orbit of all semi-alinear quasigroups : the variety
Lla of all left alinear (i.e., 2-alinear) quasigroups, the variety Lra of
all right alinear (i.e., 1-alinear) quasigroups and the variety Lma of
all middle linear (i.e., 3-alinear) quasigroups;

• the parastrophic orbit of all linear quasigroups : the variety Llr of all
left-right linear (i.e., 21-linear) quasigroups (traditionally they are
called linear quasigroups), the variety Llm of all left-middle linear
(i.e., 23-linear) quasigroups and the variety Lrm of all right-middle
linear (i.e., 13-linear) quasigroups;

• the parastrophic orbit of all alinear quasigroups has only one variety
La which consists of all alinear quasigroups, i.e., each of them is left
alinear, right alinear and middle alinear;

• the parastrophic orbit of all semi-central quasigroups : the variety Llc

of all left central, i.e., 2c-linear quasigroups (sometimes they are called
linear LT-quasigroups), the variety Lrc of all right central, i.e., 1c-
linear quasigroups (sometimes they are called linear RT-quasigroups)
and the variety Lmc of all middle central (i.e., 3c-alinear) quasigroups;

• the parastrophic orbit of all central quasigroups has only one variety
Lc which consist of liner isotopes of commutative quasigroups, i.e.,
T -quasigroups.

Now, we’ll show that all these varieties are different. For this purpose,
we will say that a quasigroup (Q; ∗) distinguishes a variety A if (Q; ∗)
belongs to A and does not belong to these varieties from the linearity
bunch which are not included into A.

Corollary 3. Let (Q; +, 0) be an arbitrary group, α, β be its unitary
transformations, i.e., α0 = β0 = 0 and let (Q; ◦) be defined by
x ◦ y := αx+ βy. Then
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1) (Q; ◦) distinguishes Ll, (Q;
s
◦) distinguishes Lr and (Q;

r
◦) distin-

guishes Lm, if (Q; +, 0) is not commutative, α is an automorphism
of (Q; +) and β is neither automorphism nor anti-automorphism of
(Q; +, 0);

2) (Q; ◦) distinguishes Lla, (Q;
s
◦) distinguishes Lra and (Q;

r
◦) distin-

guishes Lma, if (Q; +, 0) is not commutative, α is an anti-automor-
phism of (Q; +) and β is neither automorphism nor anti-automor-
phism of (Q; +, 0);

3) (Q; ◦) distinguishes Llr, (Q;
ℓ
◦) distinguishes Llm and (Q;

r
◦) distin-

guishes Lrm, if (Q; +, 0) is not commutative, α and β are automor-
phisms of (Q; +);

4) (Q; ◦) distinguishes La, if (Q; +, 0) is not commutative, α and β are
anti-automorphisms of (Q; +);

5) (Q; ◦) distinguishes Llc, (Q;
s
◦) distinguishes Lrc and (Q;

r
◦) distin-

guishes Lmc, if (Q; +, 0) is commutative, α is an automorphism and
β is not an automorphism of (Q; +, 0).

Proof. The statement immediately follows from Table 1, where Iα = Iβ = ι

because a = 0. Indeed, let for example (Q; +, 0) is not commutative, α
is an automorphism of (Q; +) and β is neither automorphism nor anti-
automorphism of (Q; +, 0), then left, right and middle coefficients of

s-parastrophe (Q;
s
◦) are β, α and Jβα−1 respectively. Therefore, (Q;

s
◦) is

right linear and neither left nor middle linear. Since the group (Q;
s
+, 0) is

not commutative, the quasigroup (Q;
s
◦) belongs to none of varieties from

the linearity bunch except the variety Lr.

From the table follows that left, right and middle coefficients of r-
parastrophe are equal to Jβγβ , β−1 and αβ respectively, the decomposition
group is (Q; +

β
). Taking into account Remark 1, we conclude that r-

parastrophe is middle linear and neither left linear, nor right linear, left
alinear, right alinear. The group (Q; +

β
) is not commutative because (Q; +)

is not commutative. Thus, the quasigroup (Q;
r
◦) belongs only to variety

Lm from the linearity bunch.

The other items can be proved analogously.

3.1. The semi-lattice of varieties

The linearity bunch has 2 totally symmetric and 4 singly symmetric
parastrophic orbits.
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Ll Lr Lm Lma Lra Lla

Llr Llm Lrm Llc Lrc Lmc La

Lc

A totally symmetric parastrophic orbit has only one variety. Besides,
the variety is totally symmetric, i.e., it coincides with all of its parastrophes,
so, its parastrophic symmetry group is S3. There are two such varieties
in the linearity bunch: the variety of all alinear quasigroups La and the
variety of all central quasigroups Lc.

A singly symmetric parastrophic orbit consists of three different pair-
wise parastrophic varieties. Therefore, each of them has two-element
parastrophic symmetry group being a subgroup of S3. Since the varieties
are parastrophic, their subgroups are conjugate. Thus, the parastrophic
symmetry groups are {ι, ℓ}, {ι, s}, {ι, r}.

Consider, for example, the set {Ll,Lr,Lm}. Since 2s = 1 and 2r = 3,
Theorem 3 implies sLl = Lr and rLl = Lm. Hence, {Ll,Lr,Lm} is a
parastrophic orbit. Inasmuch as 2ℓ = 2, the parastrophic symmetry group
of Ll is {ι, ℓ} and consequently

Ps(Lr) = rPs(Ll)r = r{ι, ℓ}r = {ι, s},

Ps(Lm) = sPs(Ll)s = s{ι, ℓ}s = {ι, r}.

4. Identities which define varieties in the linearity bunch

G.B. Belyavskaya and A.Kh. Tabarov have found identities for 11
varieties of the linearity bunch. To obtain all identities it is enough to
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take a collection of identities such that each of them characterizes one
variety from every parastrophic orbit. After that consider all parastrophes
of the identities. We will find the identities using this method.

The parastrophic orbit of semi-linear quasigroups

Proposition 2. All semi-linear quasigroups belong to three varieties Ll,
Lr and Lm. These varieties form a singly symmetric parastrophic orbit
and they are described by the following pairwise parastrophic identities:

Ll : xy · z = x(u
r
· u) · (u

r
· (uy · z)); (17)

Lr : (z · ((y
ℓ
· u)x) = (zy

ℓ
· u) · ((u

ℓ
· u)x); (18)

Lm : (x
r
· uy) · ((x

r
· u2)

r
· uz) = yz. (19)

Proof. G.B. Belyavskaya and A.Kh. Tabarov [7] proved that the identity

x(u
r
· y) · z = x(u

r
· u) · (u

r
· (y · z))

describes the class Ll of all left linear quasigroups. Replacing u
r
· y with

y and y with uy and applying (1) we obtain (17) which also defines the
variety Ll.

By Theorem 1, s-parastrophe of the identity (17) describes the variety
sLl. Since 2s = 1 and 2(sℓ)−1 = 2sr = 2r = 1, Theorem 3 implies that
every s-parastrophe and every sℓ-parastrophe of a left linear quasigroup
is right linear, therefore sLl = Lr =

sℓLl.
According to the definition in order to obtain s-parastrophe of the

identity (17), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
s
·). As a

result, we obtain

(x
s
· y)

s
· z = [x

s
· (u

r

(
s
·)u)]

s
· [u

r

(
s
·)((u

s
· y)

s
· z)].

Using the definition of s-parastrophe and applying identities (2) and
formula (4), we obtain (18).

By Theorem 1, r-parastrophe of the identity (17) describes the variety
rLl. Since 2r = 3 and 2(sr)−1 = 2sℓ = 1ℓ = 3, Theorem 3 implies that
every r-parastrophe and every sr-parastrophe of a left linear quasigroup
is middle linear, therefore rLl = Lr =

srLl.
According to the definition in order to obtain r-parastrophe of the

identity (17), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
r
·). As a

result, we obtain

(x
r
· y)

r
· z = [x

r
· (u

r

(
r
·)u)]

r
· [u

r

(
r
·)((u

r
· y)

r
· z)].
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Applying formula (4) and (3) when σ = r:

(x
r
· u2) · (x

r
· y)

r
· z = u · ((u

r
· y)

r
· z).

Replace u
r
· y with y, y with uy and use one of (1):

(x
r
· u2) · (x

r
· uy)

r
· z) = u · (y

r
· z).

Replace y
r
· z with z, use one of (1) and (3) when σ = r, we obtain (19).

The identity defines the variety rLl, i.e., Lm.
Thus, the parastrophic orbit of semi-linear quasigroups is the set:

PoLl = {Ll, Lr, Lm}.

The parastrophic orbit of semi-alinear quasigroups

Proposition 3. All semi-alinear quasigroups belong to three varieties Lla,
Lra and Lma. These varieties form a singly symmetric parastrophic orbit
and they are described by the following pairwise parastrophic identities:

Lla : x(yz
ℓ
· u) = [(x(uz

ℓ
· u))

ℓ
· u]y; (20)

Lra : (u
r
· xy)z = y[u

r
· ((u

r
· xu)z)]; (21)

Lma : (u
ℓ
· ((u

ℓ
· x)y))u = (u

ℓ
· zy) · zx. (22)

Proof. G.B. Belyavskaya proved that the identity

[u
r
· ((x

ℓ
· u)y)]z = y[u

r
· ((u

r
· x)z)]

describes the class Lra of all right alinear quasigroups (see Theorem 2.2.1

[4]). Replacing x
ℓ
· u with x and x with xu and applying (1), we obtain

(21) which also defines the variety Lra.
By Theorem 1, s-parastrophe of the identity (21) describes the variety

sLra. Since 1s = 2 and 1(sr)−1 = 1sℓ = 2ℓ = 2, Theorem 3 implies that
every s-parastrophe and every sr-parastrophe of a right alinear quasigroup
is left alinear, therefore sLra = Lra = srLra.

According to the definition in order to obtain s-parastrophe of the

identity (21), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
s
·). Using

the definition of s-parastrophe and aplying identities (2) and formula (4),
we obtain (20).

By Theorem 1, ℓ-parastrophe of the identity (21) describes the variety
ℓLra. Since 1ℓ = 3 and 1(sℓ)−1 = 1sr = 1ℓs = 3s = 3, Theorem 3
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implies that every ℓ-parastrophe and every sr-parastrophe of a right
alinear quasigroup is middle alinear, therefore ℓLra = Lra = sℓLra.

According to the definition in order to obtain ℓ-parastrophe of the

identity (21), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
ℓ
·). As a

result, we obtain

[u
r

(
ℓ
·)(x

ℓ
· y)]

ℓ
· z = y

ℓ
· [u

r

(
ℓ
·)((u

r

(
ℓ
·)(x

ℓ
· u))

ℓ
· z)].

Applying formula (4), (3) when σ = ℓ and rℓ = sr:

[u
sr
· (x

ℓ
· y)]

ℓ
· z = y

ℓ
· [u

sr
· ((u

sr
· (x

ℓ
· u))

ℓ
· z)].

Using the definition of s-parastrophe and aplying identities (2), we obtain:

[(x
ℓ
· y)

r
· u]

ℓ
· z = y

ℓ
· [(((x

ℓ
· u)

r
· u)

ℓ
· z)

r
· u].

Replace x
ℓ
· y with x, x with xy, use one of (1). As the result and by the

definition of ℓ-parastrophe, we obtain:

((x
r
· u)

ℓ
· z)[(((xy

ℓ
· u)

r
· u)

ℓ
· z)

r
· u] = y.

Replace x
r
· u with u, u with xu, use one of (1):

(u
ℓ
· z)[(((xy

ℓ
· xu)

r
· xu)

ℓ
· z)

r
· xu] = y.

Replace u
ℓ
· z with u, u with uz, use one of (1). As the result by the

definition of r-parastrophe, we have:

u
r
· y = (((xy

ℓ
· (x · uz))

r
· (x · uz))

ℓ
· z)

r
· (x · uz).

Replace u
r
· y with y, y with uy, use one of (1) and by the definition of

r-parastrophe:

[(((x · uy)
ℓ
· (x · uz))

r
· (x · uz))

ℓ
· z]y = x · uz.

Replace x · uz with x, x with x
ℓ
· uz, use one of (1) and by the definition

of ℓ-parastrophe:

((((x
ℓ
· uz) · uy)

ℓ
· x)

r
· x)

ℓ
· z = x

ℓ
· y.
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Apply the definition of ℓ-parastrophe and after r-parastrophe:

[((x
ℓ
· uz) · uy)

ℓ
· x]((x

ℓ
· y)z) = x.

Applying the definition of ℓ-parastrophe twice in a row we obtain (22).
The identity defines the variety ℓLra, i.e., Lma.

Thus, the parastrophic orbit of semi-alinear quasigroups is the set:

PoLla = {Lla, Lra, Lma}.

The parastrophic orbit of linear quasigroups

Proposition 4. All linear quasigroups belong to three varieties Llr, Llm

and Lrm. These varieties form a singly symmetric parastrophic orbit and
they are described by the following pairwise parastrophic identities:

Llr : xy · uv = xu · (δuy · v), δuy := (u
r
· ((u

ℓ
· u)y · u))

ℓ
· (u

r
· u); (23)

Llm : x(δuy
ℓ
· v) · u = x(u

ℓ
· v) · y, δuy := (((u2

ℓ
· y)

ℓ
· u)

r
· u)(u

r
· u); (24)

Lrm : δuy · ((y
ℓ
· x)

r
· u)v = u · xv, δuy := u2

ℓ
· (u(((u

ℓ
· u)

r
· y)

r
· u)). (25)

Proof. G.B. Belyavskaya proved that the identity (23) describes the class
Llr of all linear quasigroups (see Theorem 2.3.1 [4]).

By Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, ℓ-parastrophe of the identity (23)
describes the variety ℓLlr. Since 1ℓ = 3, 1(sℓ)−1 = 1sr = 1ℓs = 3s = 3,
Theorem 3 implies that every ℓ-parastrophe and every sℓ-parastrophe of
a left-right linear quasigroup is left-middle linear, therefore ℓLlr = Llr =
sℓLlr.

According to the definition in order to obtain ℓ-parastrophe of the

identity (23), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
ℓ
·):

(x
ℓ
· y)

ℓ
· (u

ℓ
· v) = (x

ℓ
· u)

ℓ
· (δuy

ℓ
· v),

δuy = [u
r

(
ℓ
·)(((u

ℓ

(
ℓ
·)u)

ℓ
· y)

ℓ
· u)]

ℓ

(
ℓ
·)(u

r

(
ℓ
·)u).

Replace x
ℓ
· y with x, x with xy, use one of (1) and apply formula (4), (3)

when σ = ℓ and rℓ = sr:

x
ℓ
· (u

ℓ
· v) = (xy

ℓ
· u)

ℓ
· (δuy

ℓ
· v), δuy = [u

sr
· ((u2

ℓ
· y)

ℓ
· u)] · (u

sr
· u).
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Replace u
ℓ
· v with u, u with uv, use one of (1) and apply the definition

of s-parastrophe:

x
ℓ
· u = (xy

ℓ
· uv)

ℓ
· (δuvy

ℓ
· v), δuvy = [(((uv)2

ℓ
· y)

ℓ
· uv)

r
· uv] · (uv

r
· uv).

Replace x
ℓ
· u with x, x with xu, use one of (1) and apply the definition

of ℓ-parastrophe:

(xu · y)
ℓ
· uv = x(δuvy

ℓ
· v), δuvy = [(((uv)2

ℓ
· y)

ℓ
· uv)

r
· uv] · (uv

r
· uv).

Replace uv with u, u with u
ℓ
· v, use one of (1) and apply the definition

of ℓ-parastrophe. As the result, we obtain (24). The identity defines the
variety ℓLlr, i.e., Llm.

By Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, r-parastrophe of the identity (23)
describes the variety rLlr. Since 2r = 3, 2(sr)−1 = 2sℓ = 2rs = 3s = 3,
Theorem 3 implies that every r-parastrophe and every sr-parastrophe of
a left-right linear quasigroup is right-middle linear, therefore rLlr = Llr =
srLlr.

According to the definition in order to obtain r-parastrophe of the

identity (23), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
r
·):

(x
r
· y)

r
· (u

r
· v) = (x

r
· u)

r
· (δuy

r
· v),

δuy = [u
r

(
r
·)(((u

ℓ

(
r
·)u)

r
· y)

r
· u)]

ℓ

(
r
·)(u

r

(
r
·)u).

Replace u
r
· v with v, v with uv, use one of (1) and apply formula (4), (3)

when σ = r and ℓr = sℓ:

(x
r
· y)

r
· v = (x

r
· u)

r
· (δuy

r
· uv), δuy = [u · (((u

sℓ
· u)

r
· y)

r
· u)]

sℓ
· u2.

Replace x
r
· u with u, u with xu, use one of (1) and apply the definition

of s-parastrophe:

(x
r
· y)

r
· v=u

r
· (δxuy

r
· (xu·v)), δxuy=(xu)2

ℓ
· [xu·(((xu

ℓ
· xu)

r
· y)

r
· xu)].

Use the definition of r-parastrophe twice in a row and replace x
r
· y with

y, y with xy, use one of (1):

δxuxy · u(y
r
· v) = xu · v, δxuxy = (xu)2

ℓ
· [xu · (((xu

ℓ
· xu)

r
· xy)

r
· xu)].
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Replace y
r
· v with v, v with yv, use one of (1):

δxuxy · uv = xu · yv, δxuxy = (xu)2
ℓ
· [xu · (((xu

ℓ
· xu)

r
· xy)

r
· xu)].

Replacing xu with u, u with x
r
· u and replacing xy with y, y with x

r
· y

using one of (1), we obtain (25). The identity defines the variety rLlr, i.e.,
Lrm.

Thus, the parastrophic orbit of linear quasigroups is the set:

PoLlr = {Llr, Llm, Lrm}.

The parastrophic orbit of semi-central quasigroups

Proposition 5. All semi-central quasigroups belong to three varieties Llc,
Lrc and Lmc. These varieties form a singly symmetric parastrophic orbit
and they are described by the following pairwise parastrophic systems of
identities:

Llc :

{

xy · z = x(u
r
· u) · (u

r
· (uy · z)),

x(y
r
· uv) = u(y

r
· xv);

(26)

Lrc :

{

x · yz = ((x · yu)
ℓ
· u) · (u

ℓ
· u)z,

x(y
r
· uv) = u(y

r
· xv);

(27)

Lmc :

{

u((u
r
· xy)

r
· yz) = (x

r
· u2)z,

x(y
r
· uv) = u(y

r
· xv).

(28)

Proof. A.Kh. Tabarov proved that the systems of identities

{

x(u
r
· y) · z = x(u

r
· u) · (u

r
· yz),

x
r
· (y · (u

r
· v)) = u

r
· (y · (x

r
· v));

{

x · (y
ℓ
· u)z = (xy

ℓ
· u) · (u

ℓ
· u)z,

x
r
· (y · (u

r
· v)) = u

r
· (y · (x

r
· v));

described the class Llc of all left central quasigroups and the class Lrc

of all right central quasigroups respectively (see Theorem 2.6.1 [28]).
V.D. Belousov [1] found the second identity in each of these systems.
This identity defines the variety of all quasigroups which are isotopic to
commutative groups. We shall present the given identity in a more simpler

form by primarily-equivalent transformations, namely replacing x
r
· v with

v, v with xv, using one of (1) and applying the definition of r-parastrophe,
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obtaining the second identity in every system (26), (27) and (28). In the

first identity of the first system we replace u
r
· y with y, y with uy and in

the first identity of the second system we replace y
ℓ
· u with y, y with yu

using one of (1). Consequently, we obtain the identities from systems (26)
and (27) respectively.

By Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, s-parastrophe of the first identity
from(26) describes the variety sLlc. Since 2s = 1, 2(sℓ)−1 = 2sr = 1r = 1,
Theorem 3 implies that every s-parastrophe and every sℓ-parastrophe of
a left central quasigroup is right central, so sLlc = Lrc =

sℓLlc.
By Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, r-parastrophe of the first identity from

(26) describes the variety rLlc. Since 2r = 3 and 2(sr)−1 = 2sℓ = 1ℓ = 3,
Theorem 3 implies that every r-parastrophe and every sr-parastrophe of
a left central quasigroup is middle central, therefore rLlc = Lmc =

srLlc.
According to the definition in order to obtain r-parastrophe of the first

identity from (26), we have to replace the main operation (·) with (
r
·):

(x
r
· y)

r
· z = [x

r
· (u

r

(
r
·)u)]

r
· [u

r

(
r
·)((u

r
· y)

r
· z)].

Applying formula (4), (3) when σ = r, we obtain:

(x
r
· y)

r
· z = (x

r
· u2)

r
· [u((u

r
· y)

r
· z)].

Replace x
r
· y with y, y with xy, use one of (1) and apply definition of

r-parastrophe:

(x
r
· u2) · (y

r
· z) = u · ((u

r
· y)

r
· z).

Replace y
r
· z with z, z with yz, use one of (1) and apply definition of

r-parastrophe:

u
r
· (x

r
· u2)z = (u

r
· y)

r
· yz.

Using the definition of r-parastrophe, we obtain the first identity from
(28). The identity defines the variety rLlc, i.e., Lmc.

Thus, the parastrophic orbit of semi-central quasigroups is the set:

PoLlc = {Llc, Lrc, Lmc}.

The parastrophic orbit of alinear quasigroups

Proposition 6. All alinear quasigroups belong to one variety La. This
variety forms a totally symmetric parastrophic orbit and it is described by
the following identity:

La : xy · uv = (δxv · y) · ux, δxv := [(x · (x
r
· x)v)

ℓ
· x]

ℓ
· (x

r
· x). (29)
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Proof. G.B. Belyavskaya proved that the identity (29) describes the class
La of all alinear quasigroups (see Theorem 2.3.2 [4]). The variety is totally
symmetric because if two coefficients are anti-automorphisms then the
third one is also an anti-automorphism.

The parastrophic orbit of central quasigroups

Proposition 7. All central quasigroups belong to one variety Lc. This
variety forms a totally symmetric parastrophic orbit and it is described in
the following system of identities:











xy · z = x(u
r
· u) · (u

r
· (uy · z)),

x · yz = ((x · yu)
ℓ
· u) · (u

ℓ
· u)z,

x(y
r
· uv) = u(y

r
· xv).

Proof. A variety of central quasigroups is a intersection of varieties of
linear and alinear quasigroups. The fact is stated by G.B. Belyavskaya (see
the Corollary 2.4.2 [4]). The variety is totally symmetric because if a de-
composition group is commutative and two coefficients are automorphisms
then the third one is also an automorphism.

Conclusion

The results and methods of group theory are effectively generalized
on the quasigroups which are close to groups. Moufang loops are closest
to groups in the class of loops, and linear, central and medial quasigroups
are closest to groups and commutative groups in the class of quasigroups.
On the other hand, isotopy changes almost all algebraic concepts so much
that they disappear in the respective isotopes.

This full classification of quasigroups with some linearity properties
allows to solve the problems in quasigroup theory, especially to construct
the necessary examples.
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